B.A. Religious Studies (main subject, 90 credits)

Semester 1 winter
- REWI-1 obligatory module
  Introduction to Religious Studies (10 credits)

Semester 2 summer
- REWI-2 obligatory module
  Introduction to Ethnology of Religion and Cultural Anthropology (11 credits)

Semester 3 winter
- REWI-3 compulsory optional module
  Language Relevant to Religious Studies (12 credits)
  - REWI-3.1 Hindi
  - REWI-3.2 Arab
  - REWI-3.3 Sanskrit

Semester 4 summer
- REWI-4 compulsory optional module
  Thematic Priority: Semitic Religions (27 credits)
  - REWI-4.1 Introduction to Judaism and Christianity
  - REWI-4.2 Introduction to Themes of the Middle East of Islam
  - REWI-4.3 Self-Study Reading Module: Semitic Religions

Semester 5 winter
- REWI-5 obligatory module
  Thematic Priority: South and East Asian Religions (27 credits)
  - REWI-5.1 Culture and Literature of South Asia
  - REWI-5.2 History of Religion of South and East Asia
  - REWI-5.3 Self-Study Reading Module: South and East Asia

Semester 6 summer
- REWI-6 obligatory module
  Religious Philosophy and Religious Sociology (8 credits)
- REWI-7 obligatory module
  Religious Current Phenomena and Cross-Cutting Issues (10 credits)

- REWI-Concluding demanding module
  obligatory module (12 credits)

Fachspezifischer Wahlbereich (specifical optional area for religious studies) 30 LP

Studium Generale (optional area) 15 LP

Secondary Subject (45 LP)